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We propose an advanced detection approach based on capacity approaching constrained parity-check

codes and multiple-error-event correction post-processing for high density blue laser disk systems.

Simulation results with the blu-ray disc show that an increase of 5GB in capacity can be achieved over

the standard system.
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1. Introduction

Coding and signal processing have become increasingly important and powerful parts of

optical recording systems. The reception techniques for blue laser disk systems (i.e. the blu-ray

disc (BD)1) and high-definition digital versatile disc (HD-DVD))2) are significantly different

from that used in compact disc (CD) and DVD. For example, the threshold detector is replaced

by more powerful Viterbi-like bit detectors, and the minimum runlength constraint3) is reduced

from d = 2 to d = 1. Improvements have also been made in pre-processing, which increase the

recording capacity of BD from the standard 23.3-25-27 GB to 35 GB on a single layer.4)

In this paper, we propose an advanced detector with a novel capacity approaching con-

strained parity-check (PC) code and a multiple-error-event correction post-processor, for blue

laser disk systems with even higher capacity. A block diagram of the d = 1 channel with PC

codes and post-processing is shown in Fig. 1. The d = 1 constrained PC encoder adds the

d = 1 constraint as well as parity-check constraints on fixed-length segments of user data.

Violation of the parity-check constraints in the detected bit sequence enables error detection.

For error correction, a post-processor working on channel side information is used. In this

way, dominant short error events at the output of the channel detector can be corrected by

the PC code with very low redundancy, and the correction capacity loss of the outer error

correction code (ECC) is reduced. Therefore, this approach provides an efficient solution to
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improve the overall performance, with affordable implementation complexity.

From Fig. 1, we can see that the design of efficient constrained PC code and the develop-

ment of simple and effective post-processor are two key issues for the development of PC codes

based receivers.5–8) The purpose of PC codes is to detect the presence of errors and provide

some localization in error type and position. This is done by imposing specific parity-check

constraint on the channel bit stream. Since the modulation constraints should also be simulta-

neously satisfied, an additional code rate loss will be incurred. Although many attempts have

been taken by researchers in recent years to efficiently combine the constrained codes with

the PC codes,9–12) the systematic design of constrained PC codes with minimum code rate

loss remains an open problem. It is especially difficult to design constrained PC codes that

satisfy multiple-bit parity-check constraints for the optical recording systems. In this paper,

we propose a general and systematic way for constructing capacity approaching constrained

PC codes, which can detect any dominant error events or error event combinations in optical

recording systems. As an example, a new 4-bit constrained PC code is designed and applied

to BD systems.

The optimum detection for a parity-check coded channel is performed using Viterbi based

sequence detection on the combined trellis of the channel and PC code.7,8) But, this may be

computational very expensive since the number of trellis states grows exponentially with the

length of channel partial response (PR) target and the number of parity-check bits. On the

other hand, the parity-check based post-processing schemes have been shown to be simple and

efficient soft-decision decoders.5–8,11) Most of the parity-check based post-processing schemes

correct errors by assuming that there is only one error event within one PC codeword.5–8,11)

Obviously, these schemes may make mis-corrections when multiple error events occur within

one codeword. This will especially degrade the system’s performance at low signal to noise

ratio (SNR) or high recording density. In this paper, we propose a novel post-processing

scheme that can correct multiple error events per PC codeword.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the discrete-time model of the

optical recording channel. A novel technique for designing capacity approaching constrained

PC codes is proposed in Section 3. A multiple-error-event correction post-processor is devel-

oped in Section 4. Simulation results with the BD system are presented in Section 5. Finally,

concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Channel Model

The discrete-time model of the optical recording channel with equalization is shown in

Fig. 2. Here, {ak}, ak ∈ {−1, 1} denotes the parity-check coded d = 1 non-return-to-zero

(NRZ) data sequence, hk and wk denote the Tc-spaced sampled channel symbol response and

equalizer, respectively, and {nk} denotes the channel noise which is modelled as AWGN with

variance σ2
n. In this paper, we assume that the optical read-out is linear and use a generalized
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Braat-Hopkins model13,14) to describe the channel. The Fourier transform of hk is expressed

as

H(Ω) =





2RTu sin(πΩ)
π2Ω

[
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RΩu
|)− | Ω

RΩu
|
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where Ω is the frequency normalized by the channel bit rate 1/Tc, and R is the code rate of the

d = 1 constrained PC code. The quantity Ωu = fcTu, where fc is the optical cut-off frequency,

is a measure of the recording density. The smaller Ωu is, the higher is the recording density,

and vice versa. For an optical recording system using a laser diode with wavelength λ and a

lens with numerical aperture NA, the normalized cut-off frequency is given by Ωu = 2NA
λ Lu,

where Lu is the spatial length of one user bit. For the BD systems with λ=405 nm, NA=0.85,

rate 2/3 17PP code,1) and at the nominal capacity of 25GB, we get Lu=111.75 nm, and

Ωu ≈ 0.47. Similarly, at the capacity of 30GB, we have Lu=93 nm, and Ωu ≈ 0.39.

The noise variance σ2
n is determined by the user SNR defined as

user SNR(dB) = 10 log10

(∑
h2

ku

σ2
u

)
, σ2

n =
σ2

u

R
, (2)

where σ2
u is the noise variance in the user bandwidth 1/Tu, and hku is the channel symbol

response for R = 1 and Ωu = 0.33.14) The above definitions of channel response and SNR

provides a fair basis to compare the performance for different coding schemes and recording

densities.

In this study, the equalizer taps are tuned to realize a a 7-tap optimized channel PR

target gk,15) and a Viterbi detector (VD) is used as the channel detector. Using the theoretical

analysis described in,15) dominant error events at the VD output can be obtained. They turn

out to be ±{2}, ±{2, 0,−2}, ±{2, 0,−2, 0, 2}, and ±{2, 0,−2, 0, 2, 0,−2}.

3. Novel Capacity Approaching Constrained Parity-Check (PC) Codes

3.1 General Principle

The general principle of the new code design is as follows. The structure of a constrained

PC code includes two component codes: the “normal constrained (NC) code” and the ‘parity-

related constrained (PRC) code”. The leading part of a constrained PC code is a group of NC

codewords (of i1 bits), while at the end, a PRC codeword (of i2 bits) is appended to impose

a specific parity-check constraint over the entire codeword (of i = i1 + i2 bits). This parity-

check constraint corresponds to a predetermined generator matrix (or generator polynomial)

of a [j, i] linear binary PC code,16) which is defined to detect any dominant error events or

error event combinations of the system. For ease in imposing the modulation constraints, the

generator matrix needs to be designed to generate a systematic code.

During encoding, the NC codes are first constructed and connected. The parity bits of the

sequence of NC codewords (appended with i2 tailing bits of zeros) are then computed. After
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that, a specific PRC codeword, which produces the same parity bits when appended with i1

leading bits of zeros, is selected from a candidate codeword set and concatenated directly with

the NC codewords, thus forming the combined constrained PC codeword. The parity bits of

the combined codeword are thereby set to be zero, since the PC code is systematic and linear

over Galois field GF(2).

The combined codeword is then transmitted to the channel. Its parity bits need not to be

appended since they are pre-determined and known by the receiver. At the detector output,

by checking the parity bits reconstructed from the received constrained PC codeword, which

are equal to the syndrome of the received codeword (appended with j− i bits of zeros), errors

in the received codeword can be detected, which are within the error detection capability of

the corresponding PC code.

The NC code and the PRC code are finite-state constrained codes designed based on the

same FSM. In principle, any efficient FSM can be used in conjunction with the proposed

code design approach. For optical recording systems, we choose to use the FSM proposed

in,17) since capacity approaching codes can thereby be obtained. This also enables the two

component codes to be connected in any order without violating the modulation constraints.

As a result, no additional bits are needed for stitching the two component codes together.

Furthermore, since the PRC code is also protected by parity-checks, error propagation due

to the PRC code is avoided. In addition, by applying the Guided Scrambling (GS)17) scheme

to the NC code, whose codewords occupy the major portion of the combined constrained PC

code, as shown in,17) satisfactory dc-free performance can be achieved.

The rate of the designed constrained PC code is given by

R =
M

N
= Rn − n

N
(Rn −Rp), (3)

where M , N , and n are the length of the segment of user data, the combined constrained PC

codeword, and the PRC codeword, respectively, and Rn and Rp are the rates of the NC code

and the PRC code, respectively. The choice of N depends on the specific recording system

and is a compromise between the code rate loss due to parity-check and the error correction

capability of the post-processor. A detailed discussion on the choice of N is given in Section

5.1.

Channel coded sequences are generated by a constrained encoder followed by a precoder,

i.e. a modulo-2 integration operation. The constrained encoded bits before and after the pre-

coder are referred to as an non-return-to-zero-inverse (NRZI) sequence, and an NRZ sequence,

respectively. Most of the prior art schemes design codes in NRZI format.9–12) Using the pro-

posed code design technique, constrained PC codes can be designed either in NRZI format

or in NRZ format. On the other hand, we find that for PC codes and post-processing based

detection approach, it is preferable to impose the parity-check constraint on the NRZ sequence

at the output of the precoder, rather than the NRZI sequence at the input of the precoder.
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This is due to the following reasons. In the NRZI case, error detection and post-processing

have to be done at the output of the NRZ to NRZI inverse precoder. The process of inverse

precoding will cause error propagation and thus increase the length of error events. For ex-

ample, a single bit error in NRZ format will be converted into a transition shift error of 2

bits in NRZI format, due to inverse precoding. As a result, the number of parity bits required

for detecting errors may increase. Furthermore, carrying out post-processing at the output of

the detector is simpler and more straightforward than doing it at the output of the inverse

precoder. In the following, we present the method for designing codes in NRZ format.

3.2 Encoder Description

Fig. 3 is a block schematic for encoding a constrained PC code in NRZ format. As illus-

trated, a M -bit segment of user data is partitioned into K + 1 data words. The K leading

data words are individually encoded into the first component codewords by the NC encoder.

The obtained NRZI format codewords are then converted into NRZ format through a pre-

coder. The encoder further includes a parity-check unit, which calculates the parity bits of

the sequence of the leading K NRZ NC codewords (appended with i2 tailing bits of zeros),

based on an assumed initial NRZ bit. To do this, ‘0’ and ‘1’ are used to denote NRZ bits ‘−1’

and ‘+1’, respectively. The obtained parity bits as well as the last bit of the NRZ sequence

are then passed to the PRC encoder, and used to guide encoding the (K + 1)’th data word

into the PRC codeword in NRZI format. The PRC codeword needs to be converted into NRZ

format before concatenating with the NRZ format NC codewords. During encoding, the next

state information is passed from each codeword to the next. It indicates the next state from

which to select a codeword for encoding the next data word. Concatenating the NC codewords

and the PRC codeword together, results in the combined constrained PC codeword in NRZ

format. Finally, we remark that GS needs to be applied to the NC codewords to impose the

dc-free constraint. It is not shown in the figure for the sake of simplicity.

3.3 Design of the Parity-related Constrained (PRC) Code

In the design of the NC code, we use the FSM proposed in17) to achieve high encoding

efficiency. In the design of the PRC code, we propose a novel approach to design sets of

codewords with distinct parity bits, based on the same FSM of the NC code. These parity

bits correspond to a predetermined generator matrix. Furthermore, they are computed in the

NRZ format, rather than in the NRZI format with an assumed initial NRZ bit.

The approximate eigenvector equation3) guides a variety of code constructions, such as

the renowned state-splitting method.3) For the design of the PRC code, we propose a set of

criteria which are equivalent to the approximate eigenvector equation, taking into account of

the parity-check constraint.

To design a PRC code with m user data bits and p parity bits, and based on the FSM of
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d = 1 codes proposed in,17) we can obtain the following criteria:

ξ|C00|+ ξ1|C01| ≥ ξ12m+p, (4)

ξ (|C00|+ |C10|) + ξ1 (|C01|+ |C11|) ≥ ξ2m+p, (5)

where C00 denotes the set of codewords starting and ending with a ‘0’, C01 denotes the set of

codewords starting with a ‘0’ and ending with a ‘1’, etc. Here, |Cab| is the size of the codeword

set Cab. The encoder has ξ states, which are divided into two state subsets of a first and

second type. The encoder has ξ1 states of the first type and ξ2 = ξ − ξ1 states of the second

type. All codewords in states of the first type must start with a ‘0’, while codewords in states

of the second type start with either a ‘0’ or a ‘1’.

Furthermore, for each set of the codewords that has the same parity bits, the criteria that

guide the design of each set of codewords are given by

ξ|Č00|+ ξ1|Č01| ≥ ξ12m, (6)

ξ
(|Č00|+ |Č10|

)
+ ξ1

(|Č01|+ |Č11|
) ≥ ξ2m, (7)

where Č00 denotes the set of codewords with the same parity bits that start and end with a

‘0’, Č01 denotes the set of codewords with the same parity bits that start with a ‘0’ and end

with a ‘1’, etc. Further, |Čab| is the size of the codeword set Čab. In each set of the codewords

with the same parity bits, each codeword has an assigned next state. The same codeword that

ends with a ‘0’ can be assigned up to ξ different next states in both the first and second state

sets, and therefore can be used to map to ξ different user data words. The same codeword that

ends with a ‘1’ can only be assigned up to ξ1 next states in the first state set, and therefore

can be used to map to ξ1 different user data words. The particular mapping of the codeword

to the data word is a matter of design choice, and is not critical to the operation of the system.

However, to ensure unique decodability, the sets of codewords that belong to a given state

must be disjoint. The rate of the obtained PRC code is given by

Rp = m/n. (8)

The main steps for the design of the PRC code are as follows.

(1) For a PRC code with m user data bits and p parity bits, use the criteria described

above to determine the codeword length n and the optimum number of encoder states. Note

that at this step, the maximum runlength constraint k is temporarily released (e.g. larger

than k = 7 for d = 1 codes, and larger than k = 10 for d = 2 codes).

(2) Enumerate all the valid d constrained codewords of length n in NRZI format. Based

on the given generator matrix, compute the parity bits of each codeword (appended with

i1 leading bits of zeros) in NRZ format with an assumed initial NRZ bit. Distribute the

codewords into a group of codeword sets according to their NRZ parity bits. A total of 2p
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codeword sets are obtained.

(3) For each set of NRZI codewords with the same NRZ parity bits, allocate the codewords

to various encoder states by following the FSM of.17) Thus results in a set of 2p sub-tables.

(4) Concatenate the 2p sub-tables together, and form a code table for encoding/decoding

of the PRC code. Compared with the code table of the NC code, the PRC code table is

enlarged by a factor of 2p. In each state of the FSM, there is a set of 2p codewords potentially

mapped to one user data word. For the two different initial NRZ bits (i.e. ‘+1’ and ‘−1’), we

use the same code table to simplify encoding/decoding. However, in the code table, the order

of codeword sets with the same parity bits may need to be adjusted according to the different

initial NRZ bit.

(5) Tighten the k constraint of the designed PRC code by optimizing the code table

obtained from Step (4) by deleting codewords that start or end with long runs of ‘0’s, or by

increasing the number of states of the FSM.

To do decoding, the detected NRZ data sequence is first converted into NRZI format

through an inverse precoder, and the resulting NRZI sequence is further decoded. The oper-

ation of the PRC decoder is generally the same as that of the NC decoder,17) but with the

code tables being different. Both decoders are sliding-block decoders with a look ahead of one

codeword.

3.4 A New 4-bit Constrained Parity-Check (PC) Code for Blue Laser Disk

Various new constrained PC codes for different optical recording systems can be designed

by using the proposed code design method. For example, using the proposed design method, a

new (1,18) 4-bit constrained PC code defined by the generator polynomial of g(x) = 1+x+x4

is designed in NRZ format, which can detect all the dominant error events of the system as

illustrated in Section 2. The rate 9/13 (1,18) code with a 5 states (i.e. ξ = 5, ξ1 = 3, ξ2 = 2)

FSM proposed in17) is used as the NC code, since its rate is 3.85% higher than that of the

rate 2/3 d = 1 codes1,2) that are used in BD and HD-DVD systems. The PRC code is a rate

7/16 (1,18) code. With respect to the rate 2/3 d = 1 codes, the rate 7/16 code achieves 1.375

channel bits per parity bit. The choice of the length N of the entire constrained PC code will

be presented in Section 5.1.

4. Post-processing Schemes

4.1 Analysis of Parity-Check based Post-Processing

In parity-check based post-processing, the purpose of PC codes is to detect the presence

of errors. The post-processor handles the task of locating the error positions. The inputs of

the post processor are the VD output bits â = [â1, â2, . . . , âN ]T , the corresponding detector

input samples q = [q1, q2, . . . , q̂N ]T as well as the parity-check result. The post-processor

needs to maximize the probabilities of correct decisions for the transmitted data sequence
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a = [a1, a2, · · · , aN ]T based on the above input information. This leads to the maximum a

posteriori (MAP) based decision rule for post-processing.18) That is,

ê = arg max
ej

i

p(q | ej
i , â)P (ej

i , â), (9)

where ej
i is an assumed error event (or error event combination) of type j, starting at position

i. Define the k’th element of ej
i as

ej
i,k =

{
ek−i+1 for k = i, i + 1, · · · , i + Le − 1

0 otherwise,
(10)

where e = [e1, e2, . . . , eLe]T is the error event(s) of length Le, occurring at the output of the

VD, and i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The syndrome s obtained from parity-check and the d = 1 constraint

help to reduce the number of possible candidates for ej
i . Here, p(q | ej

i , â) is the conditional

probability density of the Viterbi input samples and Pj , P (ej
i , â) is the a priori probability

of ej
i associated with data pattern â. We remark that the value of P (ej

i , â) for given j and â

is a constant for all i. The value of Pj can be computed theoretically.15)

For the channel model described in Section 2, the Viterbi input can be expressed as

qk =
∑Lg−1

l=0 glak−l + vk, where vk is the sum of residual intersymbol interference (ISI) and

channel noise, with zero mean and variance σ2
v . A good design of the equalizer and channel

PR target can make vk almost white. In the post-processor, the re-constructed Viterbi input

samples based on an assumed event(s) ej
i are given by

q̃j
i,k =

Lg−1∑

l=0

gl(âk−l + ej
i,k−l). (11)

Assuming vk is white and Gaussian, we may rewrite (9) as

ê = arg min
ej

i

{
Nt∑

k=1

(qk − q̃j
i,k)

2 − 2σ2
v ln(Pj)

}
, (12)

with Nt = N + Le + Lg − 2.

Simplification can be made on (12), by dropping off the term 2σ2
v ln(Pj). This results in the

maximum likelihood (ML) based post-processor. Our study shows that the performance gap

between MAP and ML post-processors is negligible. However, the computation complexity of

the ML post-processor is still high, since for each assumed error event (s) of type j, and with

every possible starting position i, the squared Euclidean distance
∑Nt

k=1(qk − q̃j
i,k)

2 needs to

be computed to locate the error(s).

The ML post-processor can be further simplified by rewriting the term
∑Nt

k=1(qk − q̃j
i,k)

2.

That is,
Nt∑

k=1

(qk − q̃j
i,k)

2
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=
Nt∑

k=1




Lg−1∑

l=0

gl

(
ek−l − ej

i,k−l

)
+ vk




2

=
Nt∑

k=1




Lg−1∑

l=0

glek−l




2

+ 2
Nt∑

k=1




Lg−1∑

l=0

glek−l


 vk

+
Nt∑

k=1

v2
k − 2

Nt∑

k=1




Lg−1∑

l=0

glek−l

Lg−1∑

m=0

gmej
i,k−m




−2
Nt∑

k=1

Lg−1∑

l=0

gle
j
i,k−lvk +

Nt∑

k=1




Lg−1∑

l=0

gle
j
i,k−l




2

. (13)

We note that the terms
∑Nt

k=1

(∑Lg−1
l=0 glek−l

)2
, 2

∑Nt
k=1

(∑Lg−1
l=0 glek−l

)
vk and

∑Nt
k=1 v2

k in

(13) are independent of ej
i . Therefore, these terms can be dropped off and (12) is therefore

simplified to

ê = arg max
ej

i





Nt∑

k=1

eq,k




Lg−1∑

l=0

gle
j
i,k−l


− ηj



 , (14)

where eq,k = qk − q̂k, with q̂k =
∑Lg−1

l=0 glâk−l. Here, ηj is an offset value associated with each

type of the error event(s), and ηj is given by ηj = 1
2

∑Nt
k=1

(∑Lg−1
l=0 gle

j
i,k−l

)2
.

From (14), we see that the ML post-processor can be implemented by passing the error

signal eq,k through a bank of filters which are matched to the assumed error event(s) and

normalizing the matched-filter outputs by subtracting a set of offsets associated with these

error events. The matched-filter for a given error event(s) is the time-reversed version of the

convolution between the error event(s) and the channel target response gi. The above deduced

matched-filters based implementation of the ML post-processor is preferred in practice, due

to its simplicity.

4.2 Multiple-Error-Event Correction Post-Processor

Most of the parity-check based post-processor schemes can only correct single error event

within one PC codeword. Thus, in the post-processor, filters that are matched to the dominant

error events of the system are used, assuming that only one dominant error event is present

in a detected codeword [3,4]. In this Section, we propose a multiple-error-event correction

post-processing scheme.

Multiple error events occur within one PC codeword are mainly combinations of various

(single) dominant error events of the system. According to (14), the straightforward way to

do multiple-error-event correction is to use a bank of filters that are matched to the dominant

error events as well as their various combinations. However, this is computationally prohibitive,

since even for a limited number of dominant error events, there may be numerous combinations
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of these events, corresponding to all possible starting positions of the events. Here, we propose

a low-complexity multiple-error-event correction post-processing scheme. The key idea is to

first use matched-filtering to obtain the possible types and locations of the single error events,

and then through computing the squared Euclidean distance of each possible error event or

error event combination to determine the most-likely event(s).

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the parity-check based multiple-error-event correction

post-processor. The proposed post-processing scheme is summarized as follows.

(1) In the post-processor, we use a bank of filters that are matched to the dominant

error events of the system. For each of the matched-filter, the output samples are sorted

in descending order of magnitude as candidate outputs. Several largest samples that satisfy

the d = 1 constraint are selected to indicate the candidate error events. We restore the

corresponding error types and locations.

(2) From the candidate error events obtained from Step (1), select single error events as

well as various combinations of multiple error events that produce the same syndrome as the

parity-check result. Furthermore, each pair of error events is separated by an interval that is

larger than the error-free interval, which is the effective length of the channel memory. Several

sets of candidate error events can be obtained, e.g. candidate event set 1 contains the single

error events, candidate event set 2 contains various combinations of double error events, etc.

(3) Compute
∑Nt

k=1(qk− q̃j
i,k)

2, the squared Euclidean distance between the detector input

samples and their re-constructed versions based on each error event or error event combination

in the candidate event sets. The error event(s) with the minimum distance is determined as

the most likely event(s). Since the number of candidate error events obtained from Step (2)

is quite limited after the first round screening done by the matched-filters in Step (1), the

complexity for correcting multiple error events is minimized.

The computation complexity of the proposed post-processing scheme can be adjusted

according to performance/complexity tradeoffs. In this work, we find that the double-error-

event correction post-processor gives sufficiently good performance for the system under study,

since the probability of the occurrence of error events larger than two is trivial.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, we first discuss the choice of the length of constrained PC codes. We

then present simulation results of the proposed new code and post-processing scheme. The

BD system is used in simulations. Similar performance can also be expected from HD-DVD

systems.

5.1 Choice of the Length of Constrained PC Codes

For a given PC code, the choice of a suitable codeword length is a compromise between

rate loss and error correction capability. This can be seen as follows.
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(1) As described in Section 4, the post-processor assumes that only a few (e.g. single or double)

error events are present in a codeword. Obviously, the shorter the codeword length N is,

the more likely it is that this requirement is satisfied.

(2) On the other hand, according to (3), decreasing the codeword length will increase the code

rate loss. The resulting increase in noise bandwidth and channel density lead to reduced

SNR and poor performance.

To study the effect of code rate loss stated in Item 2, we compare the bit error rate (BER)

performance at VD output of the rate 9/13 (1,18) code with that of PC codes with different

codeword lengths (per parity bit). All the BERs can be computed theoretically according

to.15) The result shows that the performance loss resulting from rate loss due to the use of

PC codes decreases with increase in codeword length. When the codeword length per parity

bit is 200, the loss becomes very small. Hence, we conclude that there is no advantage in

choosing the codeword lengths (per parity bit) exceeding 200, since this will only increase the

probability of multiple error events to occur within one codeword.

To study the effect of codeword length on the overall performance, we show in Fig. 5 the

BER performance at the post-processor output, as a function of codeword length N . We us

the new 4-bit PC code with a double error-event-correction post-processor as an example. In

the simulations of Fig. 5, for the sake of simplicity, we do not construct explicit constrained

PC encoders with different codeword lengths. Instead, we model the PC codes by assuming

that the parity bits for each codeword are known at the receiver. This is done by generating

the syndrome for each codeword in a “data-aided” mode. Ideally, for a given density, the

optimum codeword length should be a function of SNR. At low SNR, the codeword length

should be shorter to ensure that only a few (e.g. single or double) error events are present

in a codeword. At high SNR, the codeword length can be larger. However, from Fig. 5, we

find that for each SNR, the minimum BER is obtained over a certain range of codeword

length. These ranges of codeword length for different SNRs have an overlapping region, which

is approximately 400 to 800 bits (i.e. 100 to 200 bits per parity bit). This also agrees with the

theoretical analysis on the code rate loss described above. Therefore, at a given density, instead

of varying the codeword length for each SNR, we can simply take a fixed codeword length

from the overlapping region. Since a shorter codeword length will simplify the complexity of

the post-processor, the length of the new 4-bit PC code is chosen to be N = 406. The overall

code rate, according to (3), is thus R = 277/406 = 0.6823. Note that the capacity of d = 1

constrained PC codes is given by Rcap = R1,∞− p/N , where R1,∞ = 0.6942 is the capacity of

d = 1 codes.3) Therefore, the rate of the new 4-bit PC code is only 0.3% below the capacity.
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5.2 Bit error rate (BER) Performance

Fig. 6 illustrates the BER comparison of the BD system with the standard 17PP code and

with the new constrained PC code and post-processing scheme. At the capacity of 30 GB,

Curves 1 and 2 indicate the performance of 17PP code and the rate 9/13 code, without

parity-check and post-processing, respectively. Curves 3 and 4 show the performance of the

new 4-bit PC code in conjunction with a single-error-event correction post-processor and

a double-error-event correction post-processor, respectively. The performance bound corre-

sponding to the case when all single and double dominant error events with one PC codeword

are removed can be obtained by simulations, and is illustrated by Curve 5. Finally, the BER

performance of 17PP code without parity, at the standard capacity of 25 GB, is plotted

in Curve 6 as a reference. In the post-processor, four filters matched to the events ±{2},
±{2, 0,−2}, ±{2, 0,−2, 0, 2}, and ±{2, 0,−2, 0, 2, 0,−2} are used for the new 4-bit PC code.

Observe that at the capacity of 30 GB, compared with the performance of the system with

17PP code and without parity, the rate 9/13 code without parity brings a performance gain

of 0.8 dB at BER = 10−5, due to its 3.85% higher code rate. The new constrained PC code

with a double-error-event correction post-processor outperforms that with a single-error-event

correction post-processor, and achieves an overall performance gain of 1.7 dB. Note that the

performance gain is larger at low SNR than that at high SNR, since the probability of the

occurrence of double error events is higher at low SNR. Note also that the performance of

the double-error-event correction post-processor is very close to the performance bound with

both single and double dominant error events removed. This demonstrates the efficiency of the

proposed multiple-error-event correction post-processing scheme. It is further observed that

over a wide range of SNRs, the performance of the new code in conjunction with a double-

error-event correction post-processor at capacity 30 GB, approaches that of 17PP code at

capacity 25 GB. This shows that compared to the standard BD, an increase of 5 GB in

capacity is achieved using the proposed new code and post-processor. Moreover, an approach

of the kind proposed in this paper, when combined with advanced pre-processing schemes

such as that in,4) has the potential to further increase the capacity of BD.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an advanced detection based on novel constrained PC codes and post-

processing has been proposed for high density blue laser disk systems. The proposed code

design technique is general and systematic, using which capacity approaching constrained

PC codes can be designed to detect dominant error events and error event combinations

of the system. The new post-processing scheme can effectively correct multiple error events

within one PC codeword. Computer simulations with BD show that the proposed new code

and post-processing scheme have the potential to increase the capacity by 5 GB over the

standard system. The implementation complexity of the proposed receiver is quite limited.
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Generalization of this scheme to HD-DVD is also straightforward.
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